Liquid Surface X-ray Scattering User Help
Geometric Alignment for the Liquid Surface Spectrometer
Determining Geometry Parameters and Zero Angle Correction
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Find g_l1. For this parameter only, you don’t need to have the sample in place. It’s essential that
beam is centered on the steering crystal. Select four different α angles and record IH for each
angle (perform iscans here; these involve simultaneous motion of both the incident height and
rotation). Vary α by up to 5 degrees. Use MONC to measure intensity. In IDL, perform a linear
fit to determine g_l1. The y-intercept should be very close to zero.
IH = (g_l1) tan(α)
IH ~ (g_l1) (α)
Therefore g_l1 = slope of IH versus α
Zero Angle Correction insures that beam is parallel to the interface. This should be a very small
correction since the beam and the interface are very close to horizontal to begin with. See the
figure below.
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First, move sample out the way and scan oh with nominal α equal to zero. Set oh center to zero.
Then move spectrometer to some small angle (qz=0.05) and move sample into place. Don’t pick
too small of an angle since there is a risk that you will detect transmitted beam in addition to the
reflected beam. Perform an shscan to center the sample. Perform an oscan with the detector slits
open fairly wide. In this way, minor curvature in the sample surface will deflect the beam away
from the true specular direction, but will still be captured by the detector. If the slit is open too
wide, you may capture transmitted beam. Perform macro zero_angle to take the measured β and
estimate a correction to α (half the difference in β). The correction can be based on a single angle
α.
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Measured β Offset
Small and random
Constant with increasing angle
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Increasing with increasing angle
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Calls for…
A smiling face, Good!
Correction to zero angle correction
Correction to geometry parameter

Find g_l2. Perform sample height scans for a number of different α’s (like 0.03, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15)
and determine the sample height (negative number) corresponding to the center of each scan.
Determine g_l2 in same manner as g_l1.
Find g_l3. Perform an oscan for four different α’s and determine OH for each angle. Perform a
fit, using the value of g_l2 that you determined in the previous step.
tanα = (SH-OH) / (g_l3)
α = (SH-OH) / (g_l3)
but, SH = (g_l2)tanα = (g_l2)( α)
so, α = [ (g_l2)( α) – OH] / (g_l3)
OH = (g_l2 – g_l3) (α)
Therefore, for linear fit to graph OH versus α, the slope = (g_l2 – g_l3)
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